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A distinctive feature of the work of project managers is a significantly large number of
decision-making situations in the face of uncertainty and dynamic changes in the environment.
One of the main sources of uncertainty is the project customer. At the stage of project
development, he concentrates on putting forward requirements for the parameters of the
project and the project product from the standpoint of his subjective idea of the success of the
project. At the same time, his reaction to deviations from planned indicators remains
unformalized. This makes it difficult for project managers to make current management
decisions that are adequate for understanding the admissibility of deviations for the
customer. The article describes the conceptual and mathematical models of the proposed
method of collecting information from the customer about his attitude to possible risk
situations in the project, which are associated with the deviation of the basic indicators
“time-quality-value”. The method is based on the transformation of a well-known 2D
template into a 3D template while maintaining the structure and relationships between the
components of the model. This allowed us to introduce quantitatively measured
parameters of the customer’s attitude both to the risk situation as a whole and to possible
deviations of each basic indicator of the project individually.
Introduction

As it was noted in 2018 at a conference of the European Academy of Management, the
current stage in the development of project, program and portfolio management is characterized
by a transition from the perspective of classical project management to the perspective of
rethinking project management. This conclusion was made in a report by Lars Kristian Hansen
and Per Svejvig from Aarhus University (Denmark) based on a comparative analysis of the
most cited publications of all years and the most cited publications over the past five years [1].
The main characteristics of the first perspective include aspects of instrumentality and
controllability. In the second perspective, against the background of much less dominance of the
characteristics of the first, new steadily growing tendencies are appearing: an increase in
increased attention to project stakeholders; wider recognition of intuitive alternative solutions
that differ from those with a rational explanation; increased attention to adaptation in the
implementation of projects, programs and portfolios to a rapidly changing world [1]. This
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allows us to argue that such trends will determine the direction of future world and European
studies, primarily related to project management. It should be noted that the new described
perspective fully fits into the framework of the triadic project management paradigm [2]. It was
formed within the framework of the scientific school to which the authors of this article belong
and assumes a system-integral presentation of the project, in which both the components of the
project-system and the relationships between them are analyzed.
One of the complex tasks in which the focus of the above three trends, is the task of
selecting a team of project management objectives of the implementation of the project in
situations of deviations from the planned option. Planned variation can be attributed to the
category “the selected alternative that has a rational explanation” (classic project
management). And unplanned deviations, which avoid even theoretically impossible, require
you to select one of the fairly intuitive alternative solutions (rethinking project management).
In this case, you need at least a fuzzy criterion. Given that the main stakeholder of the project
is the customer, it is desirable that this criterion took into account its estimated vision. This
mechanism is used in the soft control methodologies in the implementation of small projects
and their individual increments [3]. However, in practice, for very large and complex projects,
the availability of the customer is limited. Therefore, management decisions on the project
taken by the team management projects are often based on information that reflects poorly
formalizable relation to the customer and other stakeholders to deviations from the planned
values of the basic parameters of the project (time, quality, cost). Weak formalization of
information and the prior lack of coordination between stakeholders are one of the main
sources of potential risks in the implementation phase of the project. Therefore, it is important
to develop a method of formalizing the relationship of the customer to possible changes in the
basic parameters of the project in the phase of implementation. The urgency of development
enhanced by the General trend emerging in the project management - the offset in the
implementation of projects focus of project control at agility project [4].
Conceptual model of the method

In the framework of a scientific school, we widely use the template for representing
system models developed in it [5]. It involves placing the system components in a flat twodimensional space at the vertices of a square so that the connections between the components
are four sides and two diagonals of the square. The total number of bonds is six with four
components of the system. Figure 1 presents a template for such a system model [6] taking
into account the recommendations [7] on the openness of one of the components of the
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externall environm
ment. This allows connsidering as
a an open componennt planned or risk
situationns at the sam
me time as part
p of the eexternal env
vironment (supersystem
m) and systeem.

F
Fig. 1. 2-D template off a system m
model as a component
c
of
o a supersyystem [5-7]..
H
However, an
a attempt to use a 2-D templaate to deveelop a systtem of meeasurable
indicatoors to identiify customeer reactions to possiblee deviations of the basiic parameters of the
project during its implementattion was unnsuccessful.. Thereforee, the transfformation of the 2D
templatee into a 3D template was
w carried out while maintaining
m
the structurre and relattionships
betweenn the compoonents of th
he model. A
As a result, a model in the form oof a tetrahed
dron was
obtainedd (Fig. 2). To simplify
y further caalculations, the edge off the tetraheedron is taken equal
to unityy. With thiss transformaation, the prrevious num
mber of com
mponents off the 2D tem
mplate is
saved, nnamely fourr (vertices of
o the tetrahhedron), an
nd the samee number off bonds (six
x) which
are the eedges of thee regular tettrahedron.
W
We define the state of
o the projeect in the fo
orm of four componennts (verticees of the
tetraheddron): a plannned or risk
k situation (vvertex V0), and three basic parameeters of the project time, quuality, cost (vertices V1, V2, V3). For the pro
oject state th
hat correspoonds to the planned
one, points are plaaced on the edges of a regular un
nit tetrahedrron, which divide the edges in
half. T
The midpoinnts thus obtaained on thhe edges corrrespond to the ratio oof the segmeents 0.5:
0.5 (Figg. 2). Connnecting the points
p
on thhe edges, wee get five volumetric fi
figures: the “vertex”
planar tetrahedral with
w edges of
o 0.5 each and the inner figure is the octaheddron.
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Fig. 22. 3D model of the preseentation of thhe basic paraameters of th
he project at tthe planning
g stage
G
Given that the verticess of the tettrahedron in
n the 3D model
m
of reppresenting the
t basic
parametters of the project hav
ve a differeent essence, let us dweell on the cconsideratio
on of the
vertex V0 “Situatioon”. We reepresent eacch edge em
manating from this verttex in the fo
orm of a
ratio scaale (Fig. 2).. Such a scale is necesssary to fix the customeer’s responsse to risk situations,
which ccan lead to a deviation of
o the basicc parameterss of the projject from thhe planned.
D
Denote the value of th
he scale equ
qual to 0.5 as
a “neutral attitude to the risk sittuation”.
Then a part of the scale from
m 0.5 to 0 iss used to fix the degreee of accepttable attitud
de to the
situationn, and from
m 0.5 to 1 to fix thee unacceptaable attitudee. To indiicate the deegree of
acceptabbility/unaccceptability, it is propoosed to usee the four-eelement linnguistic set “low –
medium
m – high – very
v
high”. Then a veryy high degrree of accep
ptability willl be in the region
r
of
the scale “0”, and a very high degree of uunacceptabillity in the reegion “1”.
IIn the proccess of rem
moving infformation from
f
the cu
ustomer abbout the deegree of
acceptabbility/unaccceptability of
o the risk s ituation in question,
q
hee is invited tto put a dott on each
edge. T
Then the currrent will diivide the unnit scale into
o two segments (for exxample, d an
nd a Fig.
2). Eacch rib will reeflect not ju
ust the attituude of the cu
ustomer to the
t situationn, but the atttitude to
a possibble change in a specifiic basic parrameter of the
t project. Trial testss of this method of
collectinng informattion showed
d the occurrrence of diffficulties in
n putting a ppoint in a particular
p
locationn of the rib.. This diffiiculty was rremoved when the cusstomer was asked to put
p down
two poiints betweeen which th
here was a zone of a fuzzy border for chooosing the degree of
relationn to the risk situation, fo
or example,, points
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and

on
o the edge V0 - V1 (Fiig. 3).

Thee mathemattical modell of the metthod
IIt is propoosed to usee volumes of vertex tetrahedrons as initiial informaation for
calculatting the inteegral indicattors of the ccustomer’s response
r
to risk situatioons.

Fig. 3. 3D model of
o representting the custtomer’s attiitude to the risk situatioon and deviation of
the bassic parameteers of the prroject from those plann
ned in this siituation
T
These voluumes, the volume
v
of tthe internall octahedron
n, as well as the ratio
o of the
volumess of the octtahedron an
nd the base tetrahedron
n to the sum
m of the vollumes of th
he vertex
tetraheddra, are calcculated by th
he followingg formulas:

V0 

2
2
2
2
mnno ,
abc , V1 
dfe , V2 
glk ,V3 
12
12
12
12
Voct  V 

2
 abc  dfe  glk  mno  ,
12

(1)

(2)

Voct
12V

1 ,
V0  V1  V2  V3
2  abcc  dfe  glk  mno 

(3)

V
12V

,
V0  V1  V2  V3
2  abcc  dfe  glkk  mno 

(4)

w
where V0 , V1 , V2 , V3 – volumes oof vertex tetrrahedra,

Voct – volum
me of the ob
btained octaahedron,
ume.
V  0,1178 5113 – basee unit tetrahhedron volu
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If the relations between the i th and j th vertices of the tetrahedron are set in the form
of the lower and upper boundaries of the ranges formed by the setpoints pij 0 and p ij1 on the
edge of the tetrahedron, then the lengths of the segments a, b, c, d, e, f, g, l, k, m, n, o will
take values:

a  p010 , b  p020 , c  p030 , d  1  p011 , f  p120 , e  1  p131 , g  1  p021 , l  1  p121 ,
k  p230 , m  p130 , n  1  p031 , o  1  p231 .

(5)

Then the volumes of vertex tetrahedra can be calculated using the formulas:

2
p010 p020 p030 ,
12

V1 

2
1  p011  p120 1  p131  ,
12

2
1  p021 1  p121  p230 ,
12

V3 

2
p130 1  p031 1  p231  .
12

V0 
V2 

(6)

The formula for calculating the octahedron will be as follows:

Voct  V 

2
 p010 p020 p030 1 p011  p120 1 p131  1 p021 1 p121  p230  p130 1 p031 1 p231   , (7)
12

and volume ratio formulas are calculated as

Voct

V0  V1  V2  V3
12V

1,
2  p010 p020 p030  1 p011  p120 1 p131   1 p021 1  p121  p230  p130 1 p031 1  p231  

V

V0  V1  V2  V3
12V

.
2  p010 p020 p030  1  p011  p120 1  p131   1  p021 1  p121  p230  p130 1  p031 1  p231  

(8)

(9)

An analysis of formulas (3), (4) and (8), (9) shows that they differ from each other by
the value of the constant-coefficient (-1).

This property of the project model under

consideration requires additional study from the position of harmony mathematics in which
the tetrahedron is the simplest polyhedron among the five Platonic solids, which in the ancient
world were considered the geometric expression of harmony of the Universe [8].
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B
Based on thhe above-fix
xed assumpttion, the vo
olume V0 off the vertex tetrahedron
n will act
as the innitial inform
mation for calculating the integraal indicator of the custtomer’s resp
ponse to
the riskk situation. Theoretical
T
n the formulla for calcu
ulating it
ly, the valuues a, b, c included in
can havve different values in the
t range 00-1 for tetraahedra with the same vvolume vallue. This
makes iit possible for given a,
a b, c to caalculate thee value of the
t segment
nt a0 for thee regular
vertex tetrahedron, i.e., a tetrah
hedron in w
which all facces are equaal to each otther

=√

(10)
.
T
Then, for eeach of the basic compponents of the
t project, the custom
mer’s attitud
de to the
risk situuation can be
b calculated
d as

∝ =

, ∝ =

, ∝ =

.

(11)

F
For the inteegral indicattor of the cuustomer’s atttitude to the risk situattion as a wh
hole, it is
proposeed to use thhe triple-peeer operator

, , ,

fo
or values a,, b, c [9]. It providess for the

implem
mentation off three stepss. At the fiirst step, fou
ur power means
m
are caalculated (h
harmonic
, geom
metric

, arithmetic
a

and quaddratic

). At
A the secon
nd step, for the obtaineed power

means, the calculattion of the new
n four m
means is carrried out. In the third steep, the proccedure is
repeatedd with pow
wer averagess calculatedd in the second stage. As
A a result of calculattions, all
averagees are reduceed to one vaalue.
F
For an inteegral charaacteristic off the custo
omer’s attittude to thee risk situaation, an
acceptabbility functiion has been
n introducedd (Fig. 4).

F
Fig. 4. Paraameters of constructingg the relation
nship functiion
IIt is built on
o the basiss of four inddicators on
n the princip
ple of consttructing traapezoidal
memberrship functiions. The horizontal axxis is the raatio scale described abbove, which
h reflects
the acceeptability/unnacceptability of the cuustomer to the risk situ
uation. Thee vertical ax
xis is the
acceptabbility scale.. The carrier of the accceptability function
f
is determined
d
by the meaan values
of the hharmonic

and quad
dratic

, aand the nuccleus is dettermined byy the length of the

tetraheddron a0 and the value of the makeuup operator
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, , ,

.

Test C alculation Results
B
Based on the
t construccted mathem
matical mo
odels, a com
mputer proggram in the JAVA
languagge was deveeloped in th
he IntellijID
DEA environ
nment. Thee user interfface of the program
visualizzes the 3-D model in th
he form of a basic regular unit tettrahedron aand provides for the
arrangem
ment of poiints on the edges.
e
Afteer placing th
he points, th
he screen ddisplays info
ormation
about thhe scale vaalues for eaach of the points, thee volumes of
o the correesponding “vertex”
tetraheddrons, the innternal octaahedron, thee base tetrah
hedron, as well
w as the rratio of thee internal
octaheddron to the sum
s
of the vertex
v
tetrahhedrons, thee base tetrah
hedron to thhe sum of th
he vertex
tetraheddrons, their inverse reelationships and the whole
w
information reggarding the integral
indicatoor of custom
mer responsee to a risk siituation.
T
Test calculaations madee it possiblee to establish the naturee of changees in the vollumes of
vertex ttetrahedra (F
Fig. 5 a), th
heir ratios too the volum
me of the baase tetraheddron and octtahedron
(Fig. 5 bb) dependinng on the sizze of the edgges of the regular verteex tetrahedrron V0.

а)

b)
F
Fig. 5. Deppendencies of changees in volum
me indicatorrs that refllect the customer’s
attitude to the risk situation in the projectt.
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T
The dependdence of the size channge of the edge “c” of the tetrahhedron V0 was
w also
establishhed for diffe
ferent valuess of the edgee “a” and “b
b” under thee condition tthat the volu
umes are
kept thee same (for a = 0.4, the volume
v
is 00.0075, a = 0.5
0 - 0.0147, a = 0.6 - 0 .0255) (Fig. 6).

F
Fig. 6. Deppendence off changes inn the param
meters of ed
dges for fixxed volumees of the
vertex tetrahedron
T
The calculaation of the acceptabiliity function
n for a widee range of cchanges in the ratio
betweenn the edgess of the verrtex tetraheedron V0 sh
howed that as the diffe
ference betw
ween the
sizes off the ribs deecreases, th
he trapezoiddal function
n degeneratees into a triiangular onee, which
becomees a verticallly located segment (Figg. 7).

F
Fig. 7. Acceeptance fun
nctions for a = 0.965 an
nd the same values of b and c.
1 – b=c=0,22; 2 – 0,3; 3 – 0,4; 4 – 00,5; 5 – 0,6; 6 – 0,7; 7 – 0,8; 8 – 00,9.
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Therefore, by the form of the acceptability function, one can judge not only the
opinion of the customer on the acceptability/unacceptability of the risk situation but also the
degree of certainty (reliability) of such a judgment.
Conclusions

The results of our study allow to draw some conclusions.
1.

The current trend of shifting focus in the implementation of projects from control

to project adaptability leads to the need to take into account new factors and adaptability
conditions. These include the adaptability of the project management team to the subjective
attitude of the customer about the acceptability/unacceptability of management decisions in
specific diverse risk situations that are very common in the project. For this, it is necessary to
have the appropriate tools for obtaining such information in a formalized form. Today, the
existing tools do not satisfy, first of all, the temporary criteria for the operational continuous
receipt of such information. Therefore, it is urgent to develop new methods that can be the
basis for creating tools.
2.

The conceptual basis of the developed method is a four-component system 2D

template, which is transformed into a 3D template in the form of a tetrahedron. Using the
edges of the tetrahedron as scales of the customer’s attitude to the acceptability /
unacceptability of deviation of the basic parameters of the “time-quality-cost” project allowed
us to construct vertex tetrahedra, the sizes of which correlate with the customer’s judgments
on the acceptability / unacceptability of the alleged deviations in a particular risk situation.
3.

The mathematical models of the method are deduced from considering the lengths

of the segments formed by the points that the customer affords on the edges, the coordinates
of these points and the features of the tetrahedron as the simplest polyhedron among the five
Platonic solids.
4.

It is proposed to use the ratio of the lengths of the edges of the vertex tetrahedron

to the length of the edges of the correct vertex tetrahedron as indicators of the customer’s
attitude to changes in the basic categories of the project in a risk situation. And to display the
integral attitude of the customer to the risk situation, a new acceptability function was
introduced and a rule for its construction was developed.
5.

The performed test calculations confirmed the efficiency of the proposed method

and the possibility of using the developed software as a tool for collecting information from
the customer about his attitude to deviations in risk situations of the planned values of the
basic parameters of the project - “time-quality-value”.
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